Important Notes for NUS Campus Tours and Lectures

Before reserving a campus tour or lecture with us, we would appreciate if you take note of the following important points.

Campus Tours

1. As space is limited, please note that reservations are required for all campus tours and that you can make reservation for only one tour.

2. The tour will use university transport arrangements, those requiring special assistance should contact the campus tours administrator at oambox4@nus.edu.sg before making a reservation. This will allow us to assess your special requests.

NUS Lectures

1. As space is limited, please note that reservations are required for available NUS lecture and that you can make reservation for only one lecture.

2. The Lectures@NUS experience represents just one type of course format at NUS, besides seminars, workshops and group discussions.

3. Please note that registered visitors have to make their own way to the lecture venue. No transportation will be provided.

4. Our lecturers participating in the Lectures@NUS experience have generously allowed visitors to sit in on their classes provided you do the following:

   A. Please punctual. If you think you will leave before the class ends, please sit toward the back so you will not disturb anyone.

   B. Please only sit in extra seats and make sure that you are not taking up seats of any students enrolled in the class.

5. Visitors are not permitted to engage the lecturers and ask questions during the class or distract the conduct of the class in any way. Questions should be directed to the faculty or OAM separately.